ALPINE MEADOWS
CHRISTMAS TREE FARM
TOUR

December 15, 2021

On Wednesday, December 15, Ken Stremler hosted an enlightening and interesting afternoon
at the Alpine Meadows Christmas Tree Farm. Thirteen WCFFA members attended the
presentation and tour, along with a guest from another chapter.

Ken, along with family members and
a partner, purchased an old dairy farm
in the mid 1980s with the goal of
turning the property into a Christmas
tree farm. They have more than
succeeded in that endeavor. Alpine
Meadows sells thousands of trees
wholesale each year, in a variety of
species, in addition to their popular
“U-Cut” operation (now closed for the
season).

Ken spoke about aspects of the Christmas
tree business, including pros and cons of
various tree species and ways in which
wholesale/commercial sales differ from direct
retail U-Cut operations. Ken showed some of
the hand tools he uses regularly - a large
shearing knife, good clippers and his favorite
heavy narrow spade for planting. In addition,
and though it was not a formal part of the
agenda, Ken reminded us all of how
important it is to preserve one’s memories for
later generations. He spoke of a writing
project he started some years ago, that
resulted in his penning a memoir, which he
shared with the group.

A key feature of Alpine Meadows
is the beautiful barn Ken and his
partners rebuilt on the property,
using cedar milled from mature
trees harvested from the
land. The barn isn’t just used for
storage and production
operations, however. During
Christmas U-Cut season the barn
contains a charming retail gift
shop organized by Ken's
daughters (now closed for the
season).

After the presentation
in the barn, Ken took
the group outside. He
discussed and
demonstrated
appropriate techniques
for pruning and shaping
different tree
species. Ken also took
time to answer many
questions, such as the
spacing of stems, soils,
and other issues
pertinent to growing
Christmas trees.

Thank you, Ken, for hosting this event and to the members who attended. And thanks to Tom
Westergreen for setting up the event.

Happy Holidays everyone and we hope
to see you attending some
Whatcom County Farm Forestry Events in 2022.
Stay tuned to our Chapter webpage for the latest news
and upcoming events.

